
IDEATE
To generate ideas that answer  the challenge question.

VOTE

After voting, move the top five ideas into this space. 

Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like. 

Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open

mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea

will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions. 

CLARIFY
To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

Creative Problem Solving Process Group D AUGUST 2020

YOUR CHALLENGE: 

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right. 

Our Challenge

How might

we say

"yes" to

less?

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE

- One idea per note

- Start with an action verb

- Doodles/images welcomed

3 year "big

rocks"

identified and

cascaded

Annual

Priority

Release

Party

One template

with corp.

priorities drilled

down by dept

Rewire

prioritizationprocess

long term

strategy

outline

Identify our

strength. 

What do we

fall back on in

a pinch?

Develop up a

main priority

for the

company

establish more

formalized

company

planning

process

New prioritiy

suggestions

require

elimination of an

existing priority

budgets/projects

only approved if

linked to a

defined priority

Aligh E

team and

Leadership

team

Reduce # of

initiatives

per year

Learning from

previous ideas -

whether they

went well or

poorly

utilize "no" as an

opportunity to

evaluate if task

will get us to

collective goal

Clarify

understanding

of each ask

and timeline.

structure

meetings with

clearly defined

goals to keep

focus on priority

Build a

culture that

rewards "no"

Define if we

are

disruptive

Round 1

Have a KPI

meeting around

the annual and

long term

priorities

Check-in between

E team and

Leadership team to

esnure we are all

on the same page

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to

address adaptive problems that require creative solutions.  DEVELOP
Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions. 

OUR CHALLENGE

SELECT THE TOP CHALLENGE

Duplicate the sticky note for the top challenge and place it in the box below. 

Our top challenge

Rewrite the top challenge using the following formula:

- Start with "How Might We..." (HMW) or "In What Ways Might We..." (IWWMW)

- Make the challenge broad, brief, and beneficial. 

- Once you have several choices, circle the best one. 

How might we

relate each

department's

focus to the

company

priorities?

How might

we focus

our

priorities?

In what we

ways can we

better define

our priorities?

Define

strategy/priorities

In what ways

might we decide

what is most

important to

Gaia?

How might we

drive to better

alignment on

where to focus

our resources?

How might

we define our

company

strategy

How might

we focus

longer term

on new

products?

Spend a few minutes in your group talking about the challenge. Highlight the

current situation, share your perspective, and listen. 

Do NOT try to solve the problem or generate ideas. Just focus on listening,

sharing, and understanding the problem. 

Add some notes below. 

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM

- See the situation from all angles

- Understand the background

- Identify key data

- What information are you missing?

- Isolate obstacles

- Know what is relevant

When You Clarify...

I wish we

would focus

our priorities

How might

we anticipate

trends

better?

How might

we market

our Quality

better?

Don't overthink it, D. Just pick. -Amy

How might

we say

"yes" to

less?

1. Suspend Judgment

2. Seek Wild Ideas

3. Combine and Build on Ideas

4. Go for Quantity

DIVERGENT 

THINKING RULES

Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards

Is our priority to

add new products

to the company or

is it something

else?

Blue dots with

red square:

Does a new

priority tie into

an existing one?

Sand/time:

force time

bound

priorities

spiral - spend

more time

developing

ideas before

moving to

implementation

School of Fish:

department

heads show how

initiatives ladder

to Gaia priorities What ideas do you get from the images? 

Prioritize more

supplements or

highest quality

supplements?

WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT?

Looking at the data above, 

Place a star (icon) on any data point that you think is particularly important to

remember as you move into ideation. 

OUR TEAM

Please list your team members below (first and last names).

Katie

Eddie

Ryan

Jen

Bobby

What did you learn?

Moving forward, what is one hope you have for the Gaia Leadership Team? 

How might you apply what you learned today and last week to increase innovation across Gaia? 

REFLECTION

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

IMPLEMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...

Explore acceptance and identify resources and actions to support implementing the selected solutions.

Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)

2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.

3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).

4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

Assumptions: 

Reverals:

CLUSTER

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories

as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes. 

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:


